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tu = /choo/ and 
du = /doo/

As many as 70%
of words in the

English language
have a Latin or 

Greek root. 

That's 
incredible!

Did you know that the
word incredible is of

Latin origin? 
Check this word out and

more at Etymonline!

The focus of the RISE Newsletter last month was an
introduction to morphology and why it is important. This
month, the focus will shift slightly to take a deeper dive into
morphology and explore Greek and Latin roots. 
The English language is always changing and growing.
Throughout history, other languages have made their way into
English. In fact, as many as 70% of words in the English
language have a Latin or Greek root. Understanding the origin
of words will give students a deeper understanding of the
English language. Understanding affixes, one or more letters
attached to the beginning or end of a root that changes its
meaning, is also crucial for students. When readers understand
how to build words using roots and affixes, they will begin to
notice characteristics and patterns and transfer this knowledge
to unfamiliar words. 

Two of the same
consonants near the

beginning

The English language has many layers. Knowing the characteristics of each of these layers can
help students have a deeper understanding of the English language. 
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Words of Greek
origin are

scientific, medical,
or technical

words.

Words of Latin
origin are
academic

words used in
literature and

textbooks.

Anglo-Saxon
words are

short, common,
everyday

words.

Still not sure if it is a Greek or Latin root? Check out this list to learn more about roots and prefixes!

Words that 
contain

Examples

basic color words red, yellow, blue

k in short words kiss, book

hard g before e, i, or y get, girl

tw- meaning two twin, between

digraphs/trigraphs chip, ship, catch

double consonants
in the middle rabbit, ladder

double consonants
at the end bluff, hill, moss

vowel teams rain, clay, beak,
flow

consonant-le bubble, candle,
rifle

Words that 
contain

Examples Words that 
contain

Examples

Final ct and pt act, instruct,
adapt

c = /s/ 
before e, i

cent, recent,
recite

sc = /s/ science, scissors

ti, ci = /sh/ partial, facial, 
gracious

-tion, -sion, - ssion motion, fusion,
mission

illegal, attract, 
appoint

factual, residual

long, multisyllabic
words

magnificent,
fascinate

ph = /f/ graph, phrase,
telephone

ch = /k/ chorus, chord,
chemistry, echo

k in long words kilometer,
kinesthetic

th in long words theology, marathon

medial Greek
vowel y gym, thyme, rhythm

x at the beginning
of words xenophobia

Endings -ic and -ac photographic,
insomniac

Silent letters

psychic,
pneumonia,

rhythm,
mnemonic

https://sites.google.com/dawsonesc.com/risearkansas/home
https://www.dictionary.com/e/word-origins/
https://www.etymonline.com/word/incredible#etymonline_v_6347
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ciW2q58wMqjk008mCRQ2Vu383Atblq9/view?usp=sharing
https://www.dictionary.com/e/word-origins/
https://www.learnthat.org/pages/view/roots.html


geothermal
geography
geologist

"Meaning trumps
pronunciation in the spelling

of hundreds of English
words."- Louisa Moats  
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The importance of Greek roots, Latin roots, and affixes

Teaching Greek and
Latin roots is a crucial

key to helping students
unlock a multitude of

other words! 

GREEK ROOTS
chrono - time
geo - earth
audi - hear

audio
audible
audience

In this short video, Professor Tim Rasinski
from Kent State University explains the
importance of teaching students Greek and
Latin roots. He explains how students quickly
make connections to new and unknown
words after learning roots. Rasinski notes,
"One of our students noticed that there was
TRI in the word Tripoli and asked what did it
have to do with threes. After research, they
discovered that Tripoli, Libya, is a city that
began as three cities that merged into one." 
 Learning Greek and Latin roots are powerful
tools for students to possess! 

Check out this                    (large) list of

Prefixes, Roots, and Suffixes.

Students who have mastered basic reading strategies
might find decoding multisyllabic words difficult.
Parents can support their students by helping them
become familiar with different parts of words such as
roots, prefixes, and suffixes.  When students can
identify different parts of words, word recognition and
comprehension will improve.  In addition to improved
spelling and increased reading fluency, below are a few
other reasons to support learning word parts.

If students know one root, they can understand many
words.
Students can understand parts of speech when they
understand suffixes. For example, the suffix -ist
means 'a person who'. A word that ends in -ist will
usually be a noun and will refer to a person's job,
ability, or tendencies. A tourist is a person who
tours. A pianist is a person who plays the piano. A
typist is a person who types.

Students studying Greek and Latin roots may see an
improvement in their performance on standardized
vocabulary tests. 

heal - health 
please - pleasant 

sign - signal
In each of these examples, the
pronunciation is different but

the core morpheme, or
meaning, is the same. 

MEGA

https://adesandbox.arkansas.gov/iframe?v=fMjY1MjkwYjY5MDk2OTJkMzNiMjY3ODJjOWIxOTgzMjg
http://thoughtfullearning.com/inquireHSbook/pg166
http://thoughtfullearning.com/inquireHSbook/pg166
http://thoughtfullearning.com/inquireHSbook/pg166


hydr
means water

dehydrate, hydrant,
hydropower

anti/ant
means against
antisocial, antifreeze,
antonymn

cat

cats

cycl
means circle

recycle,
unicycle, 
cyclone

ped/pod
means foot
pedal, centipede, 
tripod

dyna
means power

dynamite, dynasty,
dynamic

labor
means work
elaborate, 
collaborate,
laboratory

terr
means earth/land

terrain, terrarium,
Mediterranean

flor
means flower
florist, floral, 
Florida

ver
means true
very, verify, 
verdict

scrib/script
means write
manuscript, 
postscript,
scribble

rupt
means burst

interrupt, disrupt,
bankruptcy
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Latin rootsGreek roots

metr/meter
means measure
diameter, 
thermometer,
centimeter

Here are just a few of the many Greek and Latin
roots. To learn more about these words, click

here to listen to the Rootcasts from Membean!

Ήταν ελληνικό για μένα
"It was Greek to me"

Did you know that William Shakespeare used the phrase, "It was
Greek to me" in his play Julius Ceaser? The Roman character Casca
describes a speech made by Cicero, a scholar of Greek. Casca does
not speak Greek so he says, “Those that understood him smiled at
one another and shook their heads; but, for mine own part, it was
Greek to me.”

 Common Greek and Latin Roots! 
See how many of these roots you hear and use on a daily basis.Suffixes

A suffix is a letter or group of
letters added to the end of a
word to change its meaning or
function. There are two kinds of
suffixes. 

Think about the verb teach.
This verb can be turned
into a noun by adding the
suffix -er so teach becomes
teacher. By adding the
suffix -able, the verb teach
now becomes the adjective
teachable. 

Adding inflectional suffixes
changes the form of a word but
cannot change the part of
speech. Inflectional suffixes can
be used to change words from
singular to plural or from present
tense to past tense. 

Derivational Suffixes
Derivational suffixes mark and
often change the part of speech
of the word in which they are
added.

inflectional Suffixes

Knowledge of suffixes and roots
can help students when deciding
the spelling needed for a suffix.
When suffixes sound the same
(for instance, -ible and -able),  it's
hard to know which one to use.
The spelling needed for the
suffix is based on the origin of
the root word.  The word
teachable would use -able
because the root word is of
Anglo Saxon origin. The suffix
-able is usually attached to root
words that are non-Latin in
origin whereas -ible is usually
used with words of Latin nature.  
The word "submersible" is from
the Latin submersus. Students
would use the suffix -ible to
indicate it is 
able to be 
submersed. 

https://membean.com/rootcasts/cycl-circle
https://membean.com/rootcasts/labor-work
https://membean.com/rootcasts/terr-earth
https://membean.com/rootcasts/scrib-write
https://membean.com/rootcasts/flor-flower
https://membean.com/rootcasts/ped-foot
https://membean.com/rootcasts/ver-truth
https://membean.com/rootcasts/anti-opposite
https://membean.com/rootcasts/ped-foot
https://membean.com/rootcasts/
https://membean.com/rootcasts/


Read the riddles and draw a line to the matching picture. 

kaleidoscopeThis word has 3 syllables. The prefix is of Greek origin and means
small. The second morpheme, or meaningful part,  is of Greek origin
and means see .

This word has 4 syllables. It originates from 3 Greek words: kalos
meaning beautiful, eidos meaning shape, and scope meaning see.

This word has 3 syllables. It has 2 morphemes or meaningful parts. The
prefix tele- means far. The second morpheme means see.

This word has 3 syllables. It has 2 morphemes or meaningful parts.
The prefix means far. The morheme "phone" means "sound." 

This word has 3 syllables. It has 2 morphemes or meaningful parts.
The prefix is of Greek origin and means large. The second morpheme
means sound.

telephone

telescope

microscope

megaphone

ROOT RIDDLESROOT RIDDLESSight & Sound
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miniature
minimize

minor
minority
minion

minimal
minuscule
diminish

ROOT CHALLENGE

Read the words in each box with your student. Find the Greek or Latin root that each word has in
common. Then, try to determine what that root means. Use the QR code to check your thinking. 

spectacle
spectator

inspect
introspect

expect
respect

retrospect
spectrum

asteroid
astronaut
astrology

astronomy
catastrophe

asterisk

subcontract
subdivide

subheading
submarine
submerge
subscribe

subterranean
subzero

microscope 2. kaleidoscope 3.megaphone 4.telephone 5.telescope 1.


